2002 beartracker

Make Yamaha. Model BearTracker. This tough, strong 2WD ATV is physically the largest in it's
class, has the greatest rack capacity and the longest wheelbase. One of the most popular 2WD
machines on the market. Built in the USA. Power coated chassis. Beefy rear axle. Standard
towing hitch. Durable, comfortable, great performance. Looking for a friendly ATV? Something
slightly less ferocious? From its class-longest wheelbase At the heart of the Beartracker is the
smooth, torquey cc, 4-stroke that puts out extremely usable low and mid-range power. Couple it
with the smooth-shifting 5-speed transmission with automatic clutch, reverse and low 1st gear,
rugged, low-maintenance shaft drive A key feature the BearTracker shares with its larger Bear
brethren is a corrosion-free and performance-enhancing stainless steel exhaust header. Nimble
and highly maneuverable at only pounds, Beartracker gets standard front disc brakes, rack
capacity is pounds and it'll tow pounds with its standard hitch. Need we mention how many
miles its overachieving engine will squeeze from a gallon of gas? These features and its
reliability are just some of the premium benefits found on this exceptional, value-packed
machine. Yamaha Bear Tracker. I bought this quad new in , has been maintained properly.
Electric and recoil start, new battery. Very good condition. Comes with bow holder rifle holder
and a ramp. No hour clock or speedometer, used mainly during hunting seasons. Always stored
in garage. Pick up only. Runs and starts great, 2wd, new battery, just serviced, no fluid leaks or
smoke, call or text for more info Model Bear Tracker. Bought for my Daughter last year, only
selling because she wants a Fully Automatic Bike so it has to go! Fresh oil change.. Carburetor
is 6 months old.. New tires and wheels.. Manual 5 speed-Neutral-REV.. Good things come in
small packages.? Take the BearTracker, for example. There isn? For starters, it? The rugged
reliability of shaft drive and a torquey, air-cooled, four-stroke engine. Class-leading cargo rack
capacity. Front disc brakes. And a semiautomatic 5-speed transmission with reverse. Pound for
pound, you won? The BearTracker. Living proof that you can get full-size features at big-time
value. Day Heights, OH. Williamsburg, VA. Fort Rice, ND. Winter Springs, FL. North Fork, CA.
Eau Gallie, FL. Dix Hills, NY. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale
Yamaha Bear Tracker. Category Atvs Engine Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Category
- Engine Prev 1 2 3 4 Next. Make Yamaha 37 Polaris 1. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters
Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. The engine is paired with a 5-Speed
transmission and total fuel capacity is 3. Close this There's a problem loading this menu right
now. Read more. Close this. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about
Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon
Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Skip to main content. Amazon
Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers.
Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on
Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids
Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital
Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals
and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top
subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed
Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second
life. In its efforts to streamline U. Although it has been in operation for the past three decades,
this U. And what better way to flaunt the facility than with a simplistic, quality vehicle. This
modest but capable four-wheeler sported a remarkable engine braking system, front and rear
utility racks, and a powerful four-stroke engine. It was produced from to and instantly became a
hit with consumers. Local manufacture of the vehicle was a testament to the quality and
reliability of Yamaha products and services. It was a step for the company in the right direction.
But that is not all this guide has to offer. Stick around and learn more about the specs, known
issues, and endearing attributes of this iconic four-wheeler. The Yamaha Bear Tracker comes
16th in the line of all-terrain vehicles produced by Yamaha since the Tri-Moto. Like most
innovations by the Japanese manufacturer, the four-wheeler featured a milestone. Apart from
being a breakthrough vehicle, the Bear Tracker is also known by many names and often
accused of being a mere spin-off of the Timberwolf and even the Honda Big Red. However, this
is not the case. The Yamaha Bear Tracker had two trims and seven different model years
through its six-year production run â€” from to for to model years , namely:. Consumers can
select which add-ons to include in the package if they buy the Bear Tracker from a dealer. The
claimed top speed of the Yamaha Bear Tracker is 45 mph but surely not its maximum top end.
The engine on this utility quad can often drive faster than its suspension or running gear can
handle. This fact is especially true if you ride the wheeler on rough or bumpy surfaces. Some
riders find its top speed immaterial, while others consider it a big upset as cc counterparts like
the Ozark, Bombardier, and Recon make it eat dust. Installing Uni vents in the airbox lid, getting
at least inch tires, and jetting it to a can give you a gain of 5 mph, putting your top end at 50

mph. This section will cover the top three issues that you may encounter with your Yamaha
Bear Tracker:. Symptoms could be negligible when the machine idles but may start to manifest
once you step on the gas. You may also experience intermittent acceleration and startup.
Naturally, thorough cleaning of the Yamaha Bear Tracker carb and petcock is one of the first
few steps to take. In some cases, however, this does not solve the problem. Depending on the
severity of engine performance, you may need to purchase a new carburetor and intake boot,
check fuel lines for any clogs or damage and replace oil fuel with a new one. One thing to
understand is that not all carburetor problems merit the premature purchase of a new carb.
There should be no reason to swap your stock carb unless it is cracked, with stripped screw
holes, or damaged beyond repair. Not to mention that aftermarket carbs are not as good as OEM
ones or those sourced from specialty aftermarket firms. A good rebuild kit that includes jets is a
good first step to addressing a bad gas problem. Inspect the tiny ports in the carb, include the
small holes that run along the sides and middle. Ensure that the jets are unscrewed and
cleaned. On a side note, check for a fouled spark plug as this is also a common cause of carb
issues. Secondhand bikes sometimes carry this problem, especially those with engines
swapped out with a different ATV make and model. If you cannot adjust the carb to idle, inspect
the following:. Minor complications â€” the engine starts faster with the pull starter than the
electric one. This sometimes occurs and warrants examination of the condition of the pickup
coil, stator, and source coil as heat kills these components over time. Also, test each phase of
the stator wires to ground with the tester on continuity for an open circuit. Your quad may also
have a potential vacuum leak revealed by the flange condition to the intake or a plugged idle
circuit. Clean the jet with carb cleaner, compressed air, a set of welding torch tip cleaners, and a
small copper wire to unplug the port from the pilot to the throttle body, among other things.
Your service manual gives a full rundown of how to do this. Note that the wire is necessary to
clean the jet, as blockage gunks up then crystalizes. Spraying carb cleaner alone will not do the
job. If all these steps still do not allow you to adjust the idle, it is probably a compression issue.
The expected figure is between to psi â€” psi is the magic number. Hence, any reading outside
this range would mean worn-out piston and rings or valves not adjusted to spec. Testing the
stator and coils are also part of troubleshooting this problem. Additionally, however, you must
determine the model year of your Bear Tracker. Some models have a safety start switch on the
left handlebars that prevent the starter from engaging if not pulled in. A failing neutral switch
has the same effect, apart from making the dash lights act up. You should be hearing a buzzing
or clicking sound coming from the solenoid. If not, then your issue is potentially caused by a
starter relay or connectivity issue. It is best to have a service manual handy, a wiring diagram,
and a friend to help you with this. Other reported issues with the Bear Tracker â€” such as a
flimsy rear end and ignition â€” mostly come with age or abuse. Across all forums and online
resources, the biggest identified problem with the quad is the stator. Make sure to scrutinize the
machine and ensure its condition is decent. All Yamaha Bear Tracker parts should be sans
defect â€” same with major mechanical components like engine and differentials. Looking for
the VIN on this machine is pretty straightforward. It should be on the bottom right of the left
mud flap on its frame. You will need a good flashlight when searching for the VIN etched on the
steel frame. If you do not locate it in that exact spot for some reason, you may search on the
plate found at the bottom of the vehicle or on the nerf bars. Make sure you do not confuse the
VIN with the engine number. Yamaha Motor Company Limited has shifted from producing
quality musical instruments to being a well-known manufacturer of motorcycles, multipurpose
engines, intelligent machinery, and other motorized products. Founded in Iwata, Shizuoka,
Japan, this famous Japanese firm formed its motorcycle arm in when it separated from its
parent company. At present, the maker of the Yamaha Bear Tracker continues to contribute to
society through its involvement in developing tourist businesses and managing leisure,
recreational facilities, and related services. Its interchangeable parts and widespread
aftermarket support also make the quad a joy to rebuild and ride. The bike appeals more to
off-roaders who prefer old-school rides with no frills or complicated tech stuff like traction
control. If you belong to this type, all you need to give t
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his machine is faithful maintenance and some TLC, and it will repay you with tons of outdoor
fun. Synonymous with hard work, the Kawasaki Mule has come a long way from its 1,class
predecessor. This multi-functional quad is no longer just for agricultural applications. Through
the years, This wheeler was Polaris' Skip to content. Proudly Made in the U. The transversely
mounted power mill has a bore-stroke ratio of 71 x 58 mm 2. It has an engine displacement of

Without oil filter change, it is 1. And at oil filter change, it is 1. It has an AC-magneto generator
system that powers up accessories. Tire pressure for the front tires should be 20 kPa 0. Stay
within the range of 2. A parking brake provides the wheeler additional stopping power. Wheel
travel is 4. The minimum ground clearance is 5. The seat height is Standard inclusions are hand
grips, front and rear fenders, and utility racks for cargo and hauling. For improved visibility,
change stock lighting to LED lights. Continue Reading.

